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“Kill!”

Countless masters ascended Tiandang Mountain from all directions.

Everyone was murderous.

Once you see anyone, you will be killed!

They will not allow any evil spirits to live tonight!

It’s going to die!
But a few minutes later, everyone was stunned.

Because along the way, there was no evil demon outside.

It shouldn’t be!
According to the number of Cthulhu forces, it should be everywhere.

A place as small as the top of the mountain can’t hold so many people.

So where did the people go?

“Be careful, these demons are very cunning. Most of them are lying in ambush, waiting to attack us!”

“Be careful!”

…

Immediately, the masters of all parties became vigilant, slowed down, and climbed slowly.

But the more you go, the more panic!

No one at all!

The entire Tiandang Mountain is quiet and terrifying!

There is no sound at all.

No one can see it.

There is not even a trace of birds or beasts.

“It shouldn’t be, why is there no movement at all? The attack should have been attacked early!”

No one was seen, everyone continued climbing.

…

Soon, halfway up the mountain, still no one was seen.

This makes everyone’s face full of doubts.

What’s the matter

halfway up the mountain, no one is there!

What are these demons going to do?

What kind of attention did Levi Garrison play?

“Too insidious and cunning!”

“Let me see them, absolutely broken into pieces!”

“Go ahead!”

…

the masters of all parties continue to climb the mountain from every direction.

There are experts from the Heavenly Strategy Mansion and the masters of the Heavenly List, but they
are not afraid.

The more you go, the more panic!

Strange, so strange.

No one saw it!

Even if they were about to reach the summit, they still didn’t see anyone.

“What the hell is Levi Garrison doing?”

This is the question in everyone’s mind.

“I understand Levi Garrison

! He is resourceful! The more this time, the more you can’t take it lightly! “

Xu Zhengjie reminded.

“Yes, after all, Levi Garrison and the seven evil gods are very strong! Once they have some conspiracy,
our losses will be very heavy! “

Atmosphere of terror spread in day swing Hill.

Everyone looking nervous, and looked solidified.

After days of high-level government policy some deliberation, decided to let go in front of the strong
open, just in case.

Days and days of strong standings The strong
open the way, and other armies followed

men of the Ce Mansion walked in the forefront to

one after another. In this way, step by step toward the top of the mountain. The

situation is still the same.

Along the way, no one is seen.

Even some of the strong have no bottom. .

after all, in our concept, these Xiemowaidao innate cunning, ruthless brutality.

Once they intrigue with what really may not be able to block.

after half an hour

parties army from four directions successful ascent.

mountains above, There was only one figure standing.

That was Levi Garrison!

No one expected this ! There is

only one person in the entire Tiandang Mountain!

Where are the tens of thousands of Heretic God forces? I ca

n’t understand! The

Heretic God forces are all there. Convergence, this is what Tiance Mansion saw and was sure.

So many people all went to Tiandang Mountain.

How could

they disappear for no reason? They almost went through the entire Tiandang Mountain. No

one saw it!

Where are people?

“Why is there only one person?”

Unimaginable!

Can’t understand!

The figure slowly turned around.

Levi Garrison!

There is only Levi Garrison in Tiandang Mountain.

“I have been waiting for you for a long time!”

Levi Garrison smiled.

But this look, in the eyes of others, is almost like a devil.

“Empty city plan?”

Levi Garrison was afraid that he sang an empty city plan?

There is absolutely fraud!

But if the forces of the evil spirits lie in wait, where can they lie in wait?

Now every corner is their people!

The Cthulhu forces have no place to hide at all!

Where did they go?

